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Participation: December: 16 days, 17,154 meals.
Remote Meals: The remote meal program is holding
steady with participation. The schedule that we ended
with in December should carry us through to the end of
the school year.
CACFP: Our After School Meal Program at LMS has settled
into a routine with anywhere from 25 – 35 students
picking up a meal every day that they are in school. They
either take the meals home or eat them at school to get
them through the afternoon activities until they do go
home.

Masked Superintendent delivering
meals safely to students learning
remotely in RSU #34.

CACFP Review: We are currently undergoing a review of
our CACFP (Child and Adult Care Food Program). Even though our programs all fall
under the umbrella of USDA, they have different rules, different groups of people in
charge of compliance and reviews, …etc. which leads to a whole lot of paperwork
that somebody must look at on a regular basis. This is our first review of this
program because we have only been operating it for a couple of years.
LMS: The kitchen at LMS will be shut down at some point in the not-so-distant
future. When that happens our LMS staff will move to OTHS. All meals will be
prepared at OTHS and transported from to LMS for service. The LMS staff will return
to LMS to serve the meals, so students may not notice any difference since they eat in
the classrooms anyway. We currently satellite meals to Alton, Bradley, KidsPeace and
OTOY, so that part of the process should (fingers crossed!) run smoothly.
Please don’t hesitate to call or email if you have questions.
Respectfully Submitted,
Stephanie

